Remission from the 5-Fu-Based Chemotherapy to Gemcitabine-Based Chemotherapy-Based on the Pathological Classification of Periampullary Carcinoma: A Case Report and Literature Review
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Background: Periampullary carcinoma, which includes ampullary carcinoma, pancreatic head cancer, distal common bile duct cancer, and duodenal papillary cancer, is a relatively rare malignancy with uncertain therapeutic options. Although several studies have investigated the efficacy of multiple adjuvant chemotherapy regimens for periampullary carcinoma treatment, the optimal regimen remains to be determined. The inherent heterogeneity of the mucosal origin divides periampullary carcinoma into intestinal and pancreaticobiliary types. Therefore, the selection of chemotherapy regimens based on pathological type may have potential therapeutic significance.

Case Presentation: A 72-year-old woman with moderately differentiated periampullary adenocarcinoma experienced disease progression after receiving FOLFOX regimen. Subsequently, the sample was subtyped first by H&E evaluation and then by the evaluation of an IHC panel composed of CK20, CDX2, MUC1, MUC2, and MUC5AC. The pathologists concluded that the patient’s sample was of the pancreaticobiliary (PB) subtype. The subsequent change to gemcitabine plus S-1 adjuvant therapy achieved remission of liver metastases based on the pathological classification of the cancer.

Conclusion: Based on the pathological classification, adjuvant chemotherapy with gemcitabine may be beneficial for patients with PB subtype periampullary carcinoma. 5-Fu-based adjuvant chemotherapy may be beneficial for patients with intestinal subtype periampullary carcinoma.
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Background
Periampullary carcinoma, which comprises ampulla of Vater, pancreatic head, distal common bile duct, and duodenal papillary cancers, is a malignant tumor originating 2 cm from the ampulla of Vater.1,2,3 It constitutes 5% of all gastrointestinal tract malignancies and ranks eighth to ninth in incidence and the fourth to fifth most common cause of mortality in gastrointestinal tract malignancies.4,4

For patients with localized disease, radical surgical resection is regarded as the mainstay of curative treatment and is feasible in approximately 50% of ampullary cancer cases.5,6 However, the 5-year survival rate after surgery has been reported to range from 5% to 68%,7–11 which results from the high risk of recurrence and metastasis.12,13 Moreover, due to limited adjuvant treatments such as chemoradiotherapy, metastatic and advanced ampullary adenocarcinomas are characterized by poor prognosis, with a 2-year overall survival rate ranging from 5% to 10%.14 To further improve treatment outcomes, many clinicians now treat patients with periampullary cancer with adjuvant chemotherapy.15 At
present, there are no clear evidence-based guidelines to aid in selecting both the modality and regimen of adjuvant therapy for resected ampullary carcinoma; therefore, the regimens have been inconclusive and are largely based on treatments of other gastrointestinal tract malignancy types, which are mainly fluorouracil-based and gemcitabine-based chemotherapy. However, the optimal choice is still to be determined.\(^6,16\)

In addition, many studies have shown distinctly variable treatment outcomes after chemotherapy, which is assumed to be caused by the inherent heterogeneity of the mucosal origin of periampullary cancer. Based on heterogeneous mucosal origin, periampullary cancer can be divided into pancreaticobiliary (PB) subtypes, including pancreatic cancer, distal bile duct cancer, and some ampullary carcinomas, and intestinal (IN) subtypes, including duodenal carcinoma and some ampullary carcinomas; the two subtypes with distinct tissue phenotypes show a significant difference in prognosis and survival rate.\(^17\) As a result, histological subtype is considered an independent prognostic factor affecting overall survival, thus indicating a potential therapeutic direction.\(^18,19\) At present, clinicians tend to treat patients with the IN subtype of periampullary cancer with fluorouracil-based chemotherapy, which is mainly applied in colorectal cancer treatment, and treat PB subtype patients with gemcitabine-based chemotherapy regimens, the standard therapy for pancreatic cancer.\(^20,21\)

Herein, we report a case of a patient diagnosed with moderately differentiated periampullary carcinoma. The patient showed a decrease in hepatic metastases when undergoing a change from a fluorouracil-based to gemcitabine-based chemotherapy regimen after pathological classification.

**Case Presentation**

A 72-year-old woman presented with upper abdominal pain for more than 3 days and was admitted to the hospital. The patient had a history of hypertension and pacemaker implantation; therefore, the use of oral antihypertensive drugs and blood pressure control were acceptable. Physical examination revealed that the patient’s skin and sclera were moderately yellowish, with radiating pain in the shoulder and back. Obstructive jaundice was diagnosed upon admission. Abnormal prothrombin, cancer antigen 19-9, and alpha-fetoprotein levels were within the normal range; however, the carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA) level increased to 8.41 ng/mL; total bilirubin level increased to 180.14 μmol/L, and direct bilirubin level increased to 125.84 μmol/L. Computed tomography (CT) enhancement of the upper abdomen revealed gallstones and dilated bile ducts. Endoscopic nasobiliary drainage was considered due to high total bilirubin levels; however, duodenal stenosis resulted in the failure of nasobiliary duct placement. An electronic duodenoscope showed irregular bulging of the nipple, poor biopsy elasticity, and nipple occupancy. Biopsy pathology suggested ampullary adenocarcinoma. After PTCD was placed and treated for obstructive jaundice, laparoscopic-assisted pancreaticoduodenectomy was performed under general anesthesia on June 22, 2020. The tumor tissue was sent for pathological examination, which indicated moderately differentiated adenocarcinoma (Figure 1A). The size of the tumor is 2.0\(\times\)1.5 cm, and the tumor is infiltrated into the full thickness of the duodenal wall, pancreas, and common bile duct. Therefore, the patient was stratified as T3bN0M0 and IIB stage. Immunohistochemical analysis revealed the following: HER-2 (-), MLH1 (+), MSH2 (+), MSH6 (+), PMS2 (+), EP-CAM (+), P53(-), Ki-67 (40%+), CK (+), CEA (+), CK7 (+), CK19 (+), CK20 (-), and CDX2 (weak+).

The adjuvant chemotherapy regimen of FOLFOX was started on August 24, 2020, postoperatively. The regimen was oxaliplatin (150 mg intravenous [IV], D1) + calcium levofolinate (100 mg IV, D1–D5) + fluorouracil (750 mg IV, D1–D5) for two cycles. The patient was admitted to our department on November 15, 2020, to continue the FOLFOX regimen. Re-examination on December 27, 2020, revealed multiple new liver metastases on enhanced CT of the upper abdomen (Figure 2A).

Owing to the poor effect of the patient’s chemotherapy, we tested the patient’s sample again. The sample was subtyped first by H&E staining and then by the evaluation of an IHC panel composed of CK20, CDX2, MUC1, MUC2, and MUC5AC (Figure 1). The IHC results are CK20 (-), CDX2 (-), MUC1 (-), MUC2 (-), and MUC5AC (-) (Figure 1B–F). Based on the H&E and IHC evaluations, the pathologists concluded that the patient’s sample was of the PB subtype.

Therefore, the chemotherapy regimen was changed to gemcitabine and S-1 for 3 weeks as a cycle. Gemcitabine (1000 mg/m²) was administered intravenously on the first and the eighth day of each cycle, and S-1 (40 mg) was administered orally, once in the morning and once in the evening. The medication was stopped for 1 week after 14 consecutive days of oral administration. After the patient regularly received three cycles of chemotherapy, CT enhancement on March 22, 2021, showed that the lesions had significantly decreased in size (Figure 2B). The CEA and CA125
levels continued to decline after changing the chemotherapy regimen (Figure 2C). Neutropenia was present during the chemotherapy, but the situation improved with G-CSF treatment.

**Discussion**

Periampullary carcinoma is a relatively rare malignancy, and ampullary cancer, which represents a subset of periampullary cancer, comprises only 0.2% of all gastrointestinal malignancies and 6–7% of periampullary tumors. Currently, pancreaticoduodenectomy (Whipple procedure) is the only curative modality for periampullary cancer. Despite similarities in anatomical position and histological appearance, there is a significant variation in the survival rate after resection.
of patients with distinct periampullary cancer subtypes derived from different anatomical locations. The 5-year survival rates after surgical resection are 33–68% for ampullary carcinoma, 23–30% for bile duct, and 25–59% for duodenal adenocarcinoma, but only 5–20% for pancreatic carcinoma. Therefore, adjuvant chemotherapy is often used in periampullary carcinoma owing to the disappointing long-term cure rate, and the optimal regimen remains inconclusive.

In recent years, the selection of chemotherapeutic drugs for periampullary carcinoma under the guidance of pathological subtyping has emerged. IN subtype patients tend to use fluorouracil-based regimens, which are efficacious for colorectal carcinoma, while PB subtype patients tend to use gemcitabine-based regimens, which are commonly used for pancreatic carcinoma. The conventional typing method involves observing the morphology and structure of tissues processed using H&E staining. This typing method is accurate in most cases, but there are still some subjective deviations. In addition, IHC staining, which can distinguish cancer subtypes based only on histomorphology, is advocated for typing, as even poorly differentiated cancers retain their histological marker profile in mucosal origin. According to the system proposed by Ang et al, tumors that stain positive for CK20, CDX2, or MUC2 and negative for MUC1, or positive for all of the first three, regardless of MUC1, are classified as IN. Tumors that stained positive for MUC1 in the absence of both CDX2 and MUC2 were classified as PB, regardless of CK20. The other combinations were classified as ambiguous. It is described as positive when more than 25% of the tumor cells in the sample are stained. The combination of H&E and IHC staining provides a more effective method for classifying periampullary carcinomas.

Some studies have reported the benefits of the subtype classification for the treatment of periampullary cancer. A retrospective study of 95 patients with ampullary adenocarcinoma resection by Schiergens et al showed that gemcitabine-based adjuvant chemotherapy provided improved overall survival (32 months vs 13 months, P = 0.013) only for patients with PB subtype cancers. Patients with IN subtype cancers tended to have worse survival outcomes after gemcitabine therapy (35 months vs 112 months, P = 0.193). Similarly, an international multicenter cohort study of 976 patients with ampullary adenocarcinoma published by Moekotte et al showed that patients with PB or AM subtypes had better survival after gemcitabine-based adjuvant chemotherapy (median survival not reached vs 32 months, P=0.20), while patients with the IN subtype did not show any survival benefit from adjuvant chemotherapy. Another multicenter retrospective cohort study published by Bolm et al also verified the effectiveness of gemcitabine-based adjuvant therapy in prolonging the survival of PB or AM patients (median survival 85 vs 65 months, P =0.005) and the difference in patients with the IN type.

Therefore, the poor clinical outcomes after adjuvant chemotherapy may result from the absence of stratification by histological subtype, and it is necessary to further explore the role of histological subtype classification in selecting optimal treatment strategies.

Concurrently, radiotherapy is often used in combination with chemotherapy due to its effectiveness in controlling recurrence. A cohort study of 4190 patients with ampullary carcinoma in the United States revealed the significance of adjuvant chemoradiotherapy in survival, which was a retrospective study using the National Cancer Database without a consistent chemotherapy regimen and radiotherapy dosage. After matching 1:1 propensity score, the median overall survival of the observation group and adjuvant chemoradiotherapy group were 31.0 and 38.1 months respectively (p=0.02). In addition, Erdmann et al published a single-center randomized trial that revealed that adjuvant intra-arterial chemotherapy (IAC) plus radiotherapy with a total dose of 54 Gy can prolong the median overall survival in patients with non-pancreatic ampullary cancer, and that IAC effectively reduced the probability of liver metastases (from 17 to 8 cases, p =0.038). The median survival times of the adjuvant chemoradiation and observation groups were 37 and 28 months, respectively. Although there was no survival benefit in the univariate analysis (p=0.077), multivariate analysis after adjusting for variables suggested a statistically significant survival benefit (p=0.011). In combination with the relevant literature, the survival benefit of adjuvant chemoradiotherapy may be limited to cancer patients characterized by advanced T3/4 stages or lymph node positivity.

Currently, targeted therapy and immunotherapy are being explored as emerging adjuvant treatment strategies. Targeted therapy mainly focuses on potential targets, such as the wingless pathway, lipid metabolism pathway, and cyclooxygenase (COX). However, there are no reliable targeted drugs for clinical applications, and studies on promising drugs, mainly panitumumab and bevacizumab, are underway. Some studies have suggested good prospects, such as the combination of bevacizumab and the CAPOX regimen, revealing therapeutic effectiveness. In contrast, immunotherapy, an important
advancement in cancer treatment, aims to strengthen the immune response to kill cancer cells, which is distinct from traditional cancer therapy. Similarly, there is no existing immune-based treatment plan for periampullary carcinoma except for some potential treatment points with unascertainable feasibility. Thus, further studies are required.

**Conclusion**
Here, we report a case of a medially differentiated periampullary carcinoma patient with the PB subtype whose liver metastases were relieved after gemcitabine plus S-1-based adjuvant chemotherapy. According to existing literature reports, surgery is still the only reliable curative treatment, which is often followed by subtype-based personalized adjuvant chemoradiotherapy regimen decision-making with the basic principle that patients with the IN type tend to use fluorouracil-based treatment options and patients with the PB subtype tend to be treated with gemcitabine-based options. This histology-based typing principle may provide novel opportunities for improving survival.
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